
Women and Non-binary 
People in Computer Science 

Poster Series

• Many publications detail the history of computing or Computer Science, but women are 
often omitted from the detail.

• After a Y9 class of 23 boys, I wanted a set of A4 posters to display in my classroom to inspire 
my female students but couldn’t find any that were specifically Computer Science and 
featured Australian women (CAS created a great set for the UK). So, I created this set.

• This poster series has been created to complement initiatives such as the Girls Programming 
Network , WITWA, Code Like a Girl, and FiTT to support and promote girls and women in 
Computer Science.

• There is a distinct Australian focus for the latter part, and this is intentional. There are a lot 
of posters so please don’t feel you need to print them all, maybe display a small number 
each term, relevant to your context.

• Created by Michelle Chomiak (@MrsChom on Twitter) and distributed under a Creative 
Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0 International License (CC-BY-NC). 

• Other resources available for DT/CS teachers at http://mrschom.com

• I acknowledge and pay my respects to Whadjuk Elders and Traditional Custodians of 
Noongar land, both past and present, and acknowledge their continuing cultures and 
connection to Country, on which this resource was created.

https://teachinglondoncomputing.org/celebrating-diversity-in-computing/
https://www.girlsprogramming.network/
https://www.witwa.org.au/
https://www.codelikeagirl.com/
https://www.fitt.org.au/
https://twitter.com/MrsChom
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/
http://mrschom.com/


MATHEMATICIAN (1815 – 1852)
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ADA LOVELACE

• The first computer programmer.

• First to recognise that machines could do more than just 

calculations.

• 1842 and 1843, Ada translated the Italian mathematician Luigi 

Menabrea's article on Babbage's newest proposed machine, 

the Analytical Engine, which built on the original Difference 

Engine.

• Describes an algorithm for the Analytical Engine to compute 

Bernoulli numbers, considered to be the first published 

algorithm ever written for a computer.

• The computer language Ada, created on behalf of the United 

States Department of Defence, was named after Lovelace.

• Ada Lovelace Day is an annual event celebrated on the 

second Tuesday of October since 2009. Its goal is to "... raise 

the profile of women in science, technology, engineering, 

and maths," and to "create new role models for girls and 

women" in these fields.

Women in 
Computer Science



COMPUTER SCIENTIST (1906 – 1992)
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GRACE HOPPER

• Born in the USA, at age seven, she wanted to 
determine how an alarm clock worked and dismantled 
several alarm clocks.

• Earned a Ph.D. in Mathematics from Yale (1934).

• One of the first programmers of the Harvard Mark I 
computer.

• Recommended the development of a new programming 
language that would use entirely English words, after 
being told “computers could only do arithmetic”.

• Documented first ever computer bug (a moth in a relay) 
in 1947.

• Wrote a paper on compilers in 1952. Designed FLOW-
MATIC in 1954 which was later extended to create 
COBOL in 1959.

• In the 1970s, Hopper advocated for the Defence 
Department to replace large, centralized systems with 
networks of small, distributed computers.

Women in 
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ACTRESS & INVENTOR (1914 – 2000)
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HEDY LAMARR

• Born in Vienna (Austria-Hungary).

• More commonly known as an actress and film 

producer.

• She fled from her husband, a wealthy Austrian 

ammunition manufacturer, secretly moving to Paris and 

then on to London, where she met the head of MGM 

studios, who offered her a Hollywood movie contract.

• During World War II, she learned that radio-controlled 

torpedoes could easily be jammed and set off course, 

so thought of creating a frequency-hopping signal that

could not be tracked or jammed.

• Inventor of radio guidance system using frequency-

hopping spread spectrum technology during WWII which 

led to Wi-Fi, CDMA, and Bluetooth.

• Was posthumously inducted into the National Inventors 

Hall of Fame in 2014.

Women in 
Computer Science



COMPUTER SCIENTIST (1928 – 2017)
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JEAN E. SAMMET

• A developer of the COBOL programming language in 1959 

with Grace Hopper, Mary K Hawes, and Betty Holberton.

• Developed the FORMAC programming language in 1962.

• Researched the use of restricted English as a 

programming language and the use of natural language for 

mathematical programs.

• Published Programming Languages: History and 

Fundamentals in 1969, an overview of 120 programming 

languages in use in the United States in the late 1960s.

• The first female president of the ACM, from 1974 to 1976.

• Lovelace Award Recipient, Association for Women in 

Computing.

• “I do not consider an assembly language (even a 

sophisticated one) to be a programming language. This view 

differs from that held by some people who maintain that 

ANYTHING in which programs are written is a programming 

language”

Women in 
Computer Science



SOFTWARE ENGINEER (1936 – present)
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MARGARET HAMILTON

• Coined the term “Software Engineering”.

• Had a desire to pursue abstract Mathematics and 

become a Mathematics Professor with a minor in 

philosophy.

• Developed software for predicting weather in 1959-60.

• Director of the Software Engineering Division of the 

MIT Instrumentation Laboratory.

• Led a team that developed the in-flight software for the 

Apollo missions and Skylab.

• Published more than 130 papers, proceedings and 

reports about sixty projects and six major programs.

• Received the Augusta Ada Lovelace Award in 1986.

• Awarded the Presidential Medal of Freedom from 

President Barack Obama for her work on NASA's 

Apollo Moon missions.

Women in 
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COMPUTER SCIENTIST (1949 – 2003)
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ANITA BORG

• Although she loved Mathematics while growing up, she 

did not originally intend to go into Computer Science.

• Taught herself to program while working at a small 

insurance company.

• She was awarded a PhD in Computer Science by New 

York University in 1981 for her research investigating the 

synchronization efficiency of operating systems.

• After receiving her PhD, Borg spent four years building a 

fault tolerant Unix-based operating system.

• Borg passionately believed in working for greater 

representation for women in technical roles. Her goal 

was to have 50% representation for women in 

computing by 2020.

• Together with Telle Whitney founded the Grace Hopper 

Celebration of Women in Computing.

Women in 
Computer Science



MATHEMATICIAN (1918 – 2020)
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KATHERINE JOHNSON

• Graduated high school aged 14 and earned a degree with 
honours in Mathematics and French, at age 18.

• Decided on a career as a research Mathematician and had 
a 33-year career at NASA and its predecessor NACA.

• Her calculations of orbital mechanics as a NASA employee 
were critical to the success of the first and subsequent U.S. 
crewed spaceflights.

• Played a historical role as one of the first African-American 
women to work as a NASA scientist.

• Her work included calculating trajectories, launch windows, 
and emergency return paths for Project Mercury 
spaceflights, and rendezvous paths for the Apollo Lunar 
Module and command module on flights to the Moon. 

• Her calculations were also essential to the beginning of the 
Space Shuttle program, and she worked on plans for a 
mission to Mars.

• Awarded the Presidential Medal of Freedom in 2015.

Women in 
Computer Science



MATHEMATICIAN (1921 – 2006)
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KATHLEEN ANTONELLI

• Born in Ireland, moved to the USA aged 3.

• Attended a College for Women in Philadelphia and received 
her degree in Mathematics with a minor in Business 
Administration.

• First job was preparing firing tables for guns by calculating 
trajectories, with 75 other women “computers”.

• Was one of the six original programmers of the first 
general-purpose electronic digital computer, ENIAC. 

• The other five ENIAC programmers were Jean Bartik, Ruth 
Teitelbaum, Betty Holberton, Marlyn Meltzer, and 
Frances Spence.

• The invisibility of the ENIAC programmers (both from being 
women and the secrecy of their work, especially during the 
war) kept them from the public eye.

• Received the Augusta Ada Lovelace Award in 1997 and  
inducted into the Women in Technology International Hall 
of Fame, along with the other original ENIAC programmers.

Women in 
Computer Science



COMPUTER SCIENTIST (1917 – 2001)
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BETTY HOLBERTON

• Was one of the six original programmers of the first 
general-purpose electronic digital computer, ENIAC. 

• The other five ENIAC programmers were Jean Bartik, Ruth 
Teitelbaum, Kathleen Antonelli, Marlyn Meltzer, and 
Frances Spence.

• Programmed the ENIAC to perform calculations for 
ballistics trajectories electronically for the Ballistic Research 
Laboratory (BRL), US Army.

• Invented breakpoints used in computer program 
debugging.

• Helped to develop the UNIVAC, designing control panels that 
put the numeric keypad next to the keyboard.

• Participated in the development of early standards for the 
COBOL and FORTRAN programming languages with Grace 
Hopper, Mary K Hawes, and Jean E Sammett.

• Received the Augusta Ada Lovelace Award in 1997 and  
inducted into the Women in Technology International Hall 
of Fame, along with the other original ENIAC programmers.

Women in 
Computer Science



COMPUTER SCIENTIST (1928 – 2012)
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MILLY KOSS

• Worked at Eckert–Mauchly Computer Corporation (EMCC) 

under Grace Hopper, programming the UNIVAC I.

• Developed the ‘Editing Generator’, a computer-based 

word processing package, able to create margins, 

headings and page numbers on the fly.

• Wrote some of the first sorting programs, and the first 

compiler (with Grace Hopper).

• Awarded a Pioneer Award, one of seven women to be so 

honoured, at the Grace Hopper Celebration for Women 

in Computing in 1997.

• When she became pregnant, she approached Grace 

Hopper with the idea of what is now known as 

telecommuting. Hopper encouraged her to stay on and to 

work from home as necessary.

• Awarded an Ada Lovelace Award in 2000, by The 

Association for Women in Computing.

Women in 
Computer Science



COMPUTER SCIENTIST (1949 – 2016)
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MIRKA MILLER

• Earned a Bachelor of Mathematics and Computer

Science from University of Sydney in 1976, then two 

Master's degrees from the University of New England in 

1983 and 1986. 

• Completed a PhD from the University of New South Wales 

in 1990 with a dissertation on Security of Statistical 

Databases.

• First job was as a Computer Programmer with the 

Sydney Morning Herald and for NSW Parks and Wildlife 

on Lord Howe Island.

• Interested in graph theory and data security.

• Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer 

Science at the University of Newcastle.

• Wrote over 200 research publications, and helped found 

four workshop series on algorithms, graph theory, and 

networks.

Women in 
Computer Science



COMPUTER PROGRAMMER
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ANN MOFFATT

• Showed a remarkable aptitude for Mathematics and became 

one of the UK’s first female computer programmers.

• In the 1960s Moffatt led the way in Teleworking while working 

with Stephanie Shirley’s Freelance Programmers Ltd in the 

UK, created to allow women programmers to work from 

home while raising their children.

• Worked on projects such as writing programs to analyse the 

Concorde black box whilst the airplane was in development. 

• In 1989 Ann was instrumental in the formation of Females in 

Information Technology and Telecommunications (FITT).

• Published a book (memoir) ‘The IT Girl – 50 years as a 

woman working in the information technology sector’.

• “Design and Programming is a tremendous profession for women. In my 

experience women go to great lengths to elicit details of the business 

system they are designing whereas men seem to try to impress on their 

business counterpart that they understand the business need without 

listening carefully to their business counterparts. Women are also keen 

to present and design alternatives.”

Women in 
Computer Science



COMPUTER CONSULTANT
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JAN KORNWEIBEL

• Graduated in London, UK, in 1965 from a Canadian College 
and started programming. This was before any university 
course in computing.

• 50-year career in computer technology, including 11 Years 
consulting, and Technical Writer and Trainer for 8+ yrs.

• Helped develop one of the earliest online systems of its 
type in the Southern Hemisphere, with IBM, for the TAB in 
1967-1969, with real-time processing instead of batch.

• One of the very first members of the Australian Computer 
Society in May of 1967; was the first female ACS Branch 
Chair in WA, and was instrumental in coordinating the first 
ACS National conference in Western Australia.

• Awarded a Churchill Fellowship in 1981 to study 
developments in the practical application of computerised 
aids for disability.

• Was elected a Fellow of the ACS in 1994, and made an 
ACS Honorary Life Member in 2017.

• Since retiring from the workforce in 2015, is a mentor and 
coach at Autism Academy for Software Quality 
Assurance (AASQA), at Curtin University.

Women in 
Computer Science



COMPUTER SCIENCE RESEARCHER
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ROBYN OWENS

• Studied a Bachelor of Mathematics (honours) at UWA, then a 
Master of Science and a PhD in Mathematics at the 
University of Oxford, her dissertation titled “Almost Periodic 
Hardy Spaces”.

• Known for her research in computer vision, including feature 
detection in images, 3D shape measurement, image 
understanding, and representation.

• Professor at UWA, Vice-Chancellor for research, and was 
head of UWA School of Computer Science & Software 
Engineering.

• Was able to travel extensively as part of her work and has 
friends all over the globe.

• Loves reading, music and languages (is currently studying 
Spanish).

• Joint winner of the 2010 Rank Prize in Nutrition, given at the 
Royal College of Physicians in London, for their work on the 
imaging of lactation. Elected a Fellow of the Australian 
Computer Society, a Fellow of the Australian Academy of 
Technology and Engineering, and a Fellow of the 
Australian Academy of Science.

Women in 
Computer Science



COMPUTER SCIENTIST
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JEANNETTE WING

• Earned her Bachelor of Science and Master of Science in Electrical 

Engineering and Computer Science at MIT. Earned her PhD in 

Computer Science at MIT.

• Was Professor of Computer Science at the University of Southern 

California; Professor and Department Head of Computer 

Science at Carnegie Mellon University; Assistant Director for 

Computer and Information Science and Engineering at the 

National Science Foundation; Corporate Vice President of 

Microsoft Research.

• Currently the Director of the Data Science Institute at Columbia 

University, where she is also a Professor of Computer Science. 

• Credited for the promotion and spread of computational thinking.

• Led many research projects and has published widely, including 

co-defining linearizability and co-developing the Liskov

substitution principle.

• Elected fellow to four professional societies and won two 

distinguished service awards.

• Performed with Ballet Baroque and is a fourth-degree black belt in 

Tang Soo Do.

Women in 
Computer Science



ENTREPRENEUR
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SONJA BERNHARDT

• Born in Launceston, Tasmania.

• Studied a BA (Maths/Psych), Grad Dip HRM, and a Master of 
Business Administration (MBA).

• Employed as a consultant by Mincom Limited, then in 1999 
established a software development firm, ThoughtWare
Australia. In 2020 she successfully exited her software business by 
selling it for an 8-figure valuation.

• Founder and Inaugural President of WiT (Women in Technology) 
in Queensland in 1997.

• Co-founder and Inaugural President of AWISE (Australian 
Women in IT, Science and Engineering) in 2005.

• Initiated community projects including the controversial "Screen 
Goddess IT Calendar", which featured 20 female role models in 
poses inspired by famous movies.

• As a child, loved exploring rock pools at the seaside, and looking at 
scenic mountains.

• Awarded a Medal of the Order of Australia (OAM) in 2011, for 
services to the ICT industry. 

• Elevated to The Pearcey Hall of Fame (2019), for outstanding 
contributions to Australian IT. Inducted into WITI (Women in 
Technology International) Hall of Fame (2005).

Women in 
Computer Science



COMPUTER EDUCATION RESEARCHER
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SUE SENTANCE

• Has a PhD and MSc in Artificial Intelligence, focusing on 
intelligent computer-assisted language learning (ICALL) and a 
Masters in Educational Leadership.

• Had never heard of computer science when she went to Uni in 
1980, but picked it up in Freshers Week as she wanted to drop 
French! 

• Has worked as a programmer, teacher, teacher educator, lecturer 
and researcher, and has been leading learning and research at the 
Raspberry Pi Foundation.

• Worked at Anglia Ruskin University and King's College London 
as a senior lecturer in computing education, then joined the 
Raspberry Pi Foundation in 2018 as Chief Learning Officer.

• Is a founding member of the Raspberry Pi Computing Education 
Research Centre at the University of Cambridge.

• Developed the PRIMM model for teaching programming, which 
provides structure for programming lessons, and set up 
http://pythonschool.net in 2011 based on her own teaching.

• Has published many papers on the teaching of programming, 
teacher professional development, and physical computing.

• Awarded a Suffrage Science award for Maths and Computing, 
and British Educational Research Association (BERA) public 
engagement and impact award.

Women in 
Computer Science



CS EDUCATION RESEARCHER
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JANE WAITE

• Completed a Bachelor of Science in Data Processing.

• Worked in the IT industry for 20 years as a developer, then 
was a primary teacher for over 10 years.

• Currently undertaking a part-time PhD investigating design in 
primary programming and has published papers on this as 
well as on computing pedagogy in general.

• Ran the CAS London Regional Centre, TechPathways
project providing teacher training and industry training on 
computing education. 

• University Lecturer on various undergraduates courses on 
teaching computing in school.

• Board member for Computing At School (CAS), the BCS 
curriculum and assessment, and a couple of the NCCE Hub 
steering boards.

• Currently a research scientist at Raspberry Pi Foundation 
investigating both what we teach in computer science and 
how.

• Passionate about supporting teachers to be able to help 
students to gain the knowledge and skills they need, and to 
become interested in, studying qualifications to work in the IT 
industry.

Women in 
Computer Science



ENGINEER & TECHNOLOGIST
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MEGAN SMITH

• Studied a Bachelor of Science and Master of Science in 
Mechanical Engineering both at MIT, completed her Master's 
thesis work at the MIT Media Lab.

• Third Chief Technology Officer of the United States (U.S. CTO) 
and Assistant to the President, serving under President Barack 
Obama.

• Previously a Vice President at Google.

• A member of the MIT student team that designed, built and raced 
a solar car 2000 miles across the Australian outback in the first 
cross-continental solar car race.

• Former CEO of Planet Out, an online media company for the 
lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) demographic.

• Started Google's "Women Techmakers" with colleagues to expand 
visibility, community and resources for technical women globally.

• Worked on early smartphones engineering and partnerships at 
General Magic

• Is an active driver of STE(A)M education & innovation for all, and 
working with solution makers of all kinds.

• Hobbies: creative fun with friends and family, finding hidden 
histories, adventure.

Women in 
Computer Science



PROFESSOR OF CYBERNETICS
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GENEVIEVE BELL

• Studied Bachelor of Arts, a Master of Philosophy in 
Anthropology, and a PhD in Anthropology. 

• Best known for her work at the intersection of cultural practice 
and technological development, particularly in Artificial 
Intelligence.

• Director of the Autonomy, Agency and Assurance Institute (3Ai), 
co-founded by the Australian National University (ANU) and 
CSIRO’s Data61. Inaugural director of the School of Cybernetics.

• Distinguished Professor of the ANU College of Engineering and 
Computer Science, and Senior Fellow and Vice President at Intel.

• Raised in a range of Australian communities, including Melbourne, 
Canberra, and in several aboriginal communities in the Northern 
Territory.

• Enjoys reading, buying shoes, swimming, bad TV, and chocolate. 

• Awarded an Officer of the Order of Australia (AO). 

• Inducted to the Women in Technology International Hall of 
Fame in 2012, and named Anita Borg’s Women of Vision in 
Leadership in 2013, Fellow of the Australian Academy of 
Technology and Engineering (ATSE), Fellow of the Australian 
Academy of the Humanities (AAH)

Women in 
Computer Science



TECHNOLOGY EDUCATOR
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MICHELLE ELLIS

• Descendent of Wiradjuri people, and grew up in NSW.

• Studied a Diploma of Teaching, a Graduate Diploma in Applied 
Linguistics, a Graduate Certificate in Educational Studies, a Master 
of Educational Leadership, then a PhD thesis titled “Parent / Teacher 
interactions: The dynamics of social influence”.

• Started out as a Primary and then High school teacher. Foundation 
staff and Primary Principal, now Chair of School Council for Peter 
Moyes Anglican Community School.

• Lecturer of undergraduate and postgraduate programs in Schools of 
Education at ECU and Swinburne Uni - Working with Indigenous 
Child, Youth and their Families, 21st Century Teaching and Learning. 
Passionate about Women in STEM, Digital Technologies, Teaching 
and Learning, IndigiTech, Cyber Security, and Tools of Innovation.

• Was a member of the Executive Committee for Educational 
Computing Association of WA (ECAWA)

• Created the Computing, Security, Intelligence and Mathematics
(CoSIM) student association which offers professional and personal 
development opportunities for primarily female university students. 

• Instrumental in starting and primary coordinator for the Girls 
Programming Network (GPN) Perth node, and PeCan Cyber Security 
competition for schools in Perth and Canberra.

• Awards include ECAWA Leader of the Year 2019, WITWA 20in20 
Finalist 2018, and Athena SWAN Recognition of Achievement Award 
for promoting gender equity women in STEM. Finalist in WA Premiers 
Science Award - Chevron’s STEM Engagement.

Women in 
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MATHEMATICIAN
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ASHA RAO

• Studied a Bachelor of Science (Physics, Chemistry, 
Mathematics), a Master of Science (Mathematics) . Then a 
PhD in Mathematics, thesis titled “Old and New Axioms in 
Baer*-Rings and AW* Algebras”.

• Started out as a Casual Tutor at RMIT, then progressed to 
become Professor.

• Currently Associate Dean, Mathematical Sciences, at School 
of Science, STEM College, Royal Melbourne Institute of 
Technology (RMIT).

• Research addresses issues such as communication 
technologies, fraud and money-laundering. Former Program 
Director for Information Security.

• Founding chair of the Women in Maths, with initiatives to 
improve gender equity within the mathematical sciences.

• Hobbies include reading non-fiction, designing and making
her own clothes.

• Awards include 2019-2020 Australian Superstars of STEM, 
2021 Australia India Science, Research and Development 
Award 2021, 2020 RMIT Research Impact (Enterprise) 
award.

Women in 
Computer Science



DATA SCIENCE ADVOCATE
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LINDA MCIVER

• Born in Australia. Studied Bachelor of Computer Science then 
a PhD in Computer Science Education.

• Started out as a Lecturer in Computer Science at a university. 
Then teacher of Computer Science at a Science School, 
where she built innovative courses in Computational and Data 
Science for Year 10 & Year 11 students.

• Recognised as a Superstar of STEM in 2017.

• Founder and Executive Director of the Australian Data 
Science Education Institute in 2018. Provides resources that 
teachers can use to embrace and advocate for Data Science in 
education

• Author of Raising Heretics: Teaching Kids to Change the 
World. Also a keynote speaker, and has appeared on the 
ABC’s panel program Q&A.

• Passionate about enabling all Australian students have the 
opportunity to learn STEM and Data Science skills in the 
context of projects that empower them to solve problems and 
make a positive difference to the world.

Women in 
Computer Science



COMPUTER EDUCATION RESEARCHER
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KATRINA FALKNER

• Studied a Bachelor of Mathematics & Computer Science at 
the University of Adelaide, then a PhD in Computer Science.

• Started out as a researcher exploring how to create large 
scale and efficient distributed software systems, before 
becoming fascinated by how we could use data to better 
understand education and learning outcomes.

• Executive Dean for the Faculty of Engineering, Computer 
and Mathematical Sciences, and leads the Computer 
Science Education Research Group (CSER).

• Led the development of the CSER MOOCs and leads the 
national CSER Digital Technologies Education Program.

• Passionate advocate for Women in STEM, and equity and 
diversity across the higher education sector.

• Hobbies include making jewellery and cooking.

• Top 100 Innovators by The Australian, EdTEchSA Leader of 
the Year Award, 2015 EdtechSA/ISTE Making it Happen 
Award, 2015 Gold Award Winner for ACS ICT Higher 
Education Educator of the Year, ACCE/ACS National 
Leader of the Year, John Hughes Distinguished Service
Award.

Women in 
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ADVOCATE FOR EQUITY
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JENINE BEEKHUYZEN 

• Born in Australia, studied a Bachelor of Information 

Technology, then a PhD in Information Systems (Online 

music access and use).

• Founder & CEO of the Tech Girls Movement Foundation, 

Tech Girls Are Superheroes campaign, and the CEO of her 

own start-up consulting company, Adroit Research.

• A leader in ICT doing research and practice on data analysis, 

entrepreneurship, leadership and gender.

• As part of Tech Girls has engaged over 11,000 school girls in 

STEM entrepreneurship across more than 1000 schools, 

matched with 1000+ mentors who have volunteered 7500+ 

hours of their time.

• Has distributed 80,000 free books to Australian school girls, 

through her community campaigns.

• Awarded the Order of Australia Medal (OAM) for "service to 

information technology, and to women“, and 

Westpac/Financial Review 100 Women of Influence.

Women in 
Computer Science



FOUNDER AND CEO, INDIGITAL
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MIKAELA JADE

• Cabrogal Woman from the Dharug-speaking Nations of 
Sydney.

• Studied a Bachelor of Environmental Biology (Coastal and 
Marine Science), Postgraduate studies in Tourism 
Management and Indigenous Land management, and a 
Masters Degree in Applied Cybernetics.

• CEO and Founder of Indigital, previously based in Kakadu.

• Created a signature app, Indigital Storytelling, which 
uses 4D mapping software, image recognition 
technology and cultural law to bring the world's cultural 
sites alive through augmented reality and mixed reality.

• Member of World Economic Forum Global Future Council on 
Virtual & Augmented Reality.

• Member of Reconciliation Action Plan Advisory Board for 
Microsoft.

• Enjoys spending time with family and learning on Country.

• Veuve Clicquot New Generation Award – 2018, InStyle
Women of Style Award for Creative Visionary and Judges 
Award – 2018, UTS Alumni Award Indigenous Australian 
Alumni – 2018, AMP Foundation Tomorrow Maker – 2019.

Women in 
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COMPUTER SCIENCE TEACHER
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AMANDA HOGAN

• Studied a Bachelor of Business (Computers and 
Information Systems), a Graduate Diploma Education
(Secondary), a Masters of ICT (Integration of Technology 
in Education), and Master of Education (Educational 
Leadership and Administration).

• Data analyst and then program manager at Microsoft.

• Computing Education Specialist with the Australian 
Computing Academy for 2 years.

• Senior Mentor with Girls' Programming Network 
Australia.

• President and Director of ICT Educators NSW.

• Speaker and presenter at conferences in Australia and 
internationally including PyCon.

• Hobbies include cycling, bouldering, and tinkering.

• PLANE Highly Accomplished ICT Educator award, NSW 
ICT Educator of the Year award.

Women in 
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COMPUTING EDUCATION SPECIALIST
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SUJATHA GUNJA

• Studied a Bachelor of Science in Computer Science.

• Started working in the IT industry for approximately 8 years as 
a software developer, then technical team lead.

• Studied a Master of Teaching, followed by working as a 
computing and humanities teacher, and ICT integrator 
across K-12.

• Lecturer in Digital Technologies Education at the University 
of Sydney, teaching postgraduate coursework units. 

• Computing Education Specialist at the Australian 
Computing Academy (ACA)

• Volunteers as a tutor for GPN and NCSS Challenge, and as a 
marker for Tech Girls Movement

• English is her third language.

• Is an AFOL (Adult Fan of Lego) who builds extensively and 
has an entire room dedicated to it.

• Passionate about getting students to create, and not be 
afraid to learn something new and difficult. She sees 
Computer science as a perfect blend of technical and 
creative and takes great joy in being able to teach it.
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DEVELOPER COMMUNITY ADVOCATE
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MICHELLE SANDFORD

• Born in the UK, studied a Bachelor of Arts with Honours in  

Philosophy, then a Master of Computer Science in Artificial 

Intelligence.

• Worked for IBM Global Business Services in Europe and is 

now a Developer Community Engagement PM at Microsoft.

• TEDx Speaker, Tech Girl Superhero, and one of MCV’s 100 

Most Influential Women in Games 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019.

• Chair of the Australian Computer Society in WA, Also, an 

Industry Advisory Board Member for Curtin, UWA, SciTech 

and North Metro TAFE.

• Mentor and Role Model for SheCodes Australia, Muses Code 

JS, ABCN, and the Girls Programming Network.

• Passionate advocate for diversity, accessibility and 

inclusion. Loves Shihtzu dogs, and gaming meets in 

Melbourne.

• Women in Technology (WA) Inaugural 20-in-20 Award, 

Diversity in Gaming Award, Microsoft Modern Seller Award.
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CRYPTOGRAPHER
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VANESSA TEAGUE

• Studied a Bachelor of Science (hons) with a major in Maths 

and Computer Science at the University of Melbourne, then a 

PhD in Computer Science at Stanford University. Her 

dissertation was titled “Combining Cryptography and Game 

Theory in Distributed Algorithms”.

• Controversy over the vote recount in 2000 US Election 

sparked her interest in the integrity of elections.

• Known for her work on secret sharing, cryptographic 

protocols, and the security of electronic voting.

• Was Associate Professor of Computing and Information 

Systems at the University of Melbourne, now Research 

School of Computer Science at ANU, and is on the Board of 

Advisors of the Verified Voting Foundation.

• Reported on a dataset of Medicare and PBS payments that 

was supposed to be anonymous but wasn’t. 

• Found a security flaw in the New Zealand census.

• Winner of Election Integrity Research Excellence Award.
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COMPUTER SCIENTIST
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LEXING XIE

• Studied a Bachelor of Electrical Engineering in Beijing, then 
a PhD in Electrical Engineering at Columbia University. 
Thesis “Unsupervised Pattern Discovery for Multimedia 
Sequences”.

• Did a Research Internship at Microsoft Research in 
Cambridge UK, held her first full-time job at IBM T J Watson 
Research Center, NY. 

• Currently a Professor in Computer Science at the Australian 
National University. Leads the ANU Computational Media 
Lab, and is also affiliated with CSIRO Data61.

• Passionate about designing new machine learning 
algorithms, understanding how popularity and collective 
attention evolve online, humanising machine intelligence.

• Hobbies include playing with her young son and learning how 
human intelligence develops over time, playing music with 
the ANU Chinese Classical Music Ensemble, reading, and 
photography.

• Chris Wallace Award for Outstanding Research in Australia,  
Feb 2018. IEEE Circuits and Systems Society 
Distinguished Lecturer, 2016-2017.
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FOUNDER – DIRECTOR, INDIGENOUS TECHNOLOGY
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CHERYL BAILEY

• Descendant of the Muruwari people of north-western New 
South Wales and grew up on the outskirts of Tamworth.

• Inspired to learn more about technology and is currently 
studying a Postgraduate Diploma in IT & Business 
Management at University of Technology Sydney.

• Is a Microsoft Certified Professional and Authorised Apple 
Reseller.

• Career has spanned 13 years at Qantas. 9 years of those 
years as a Product Analyst and Business Analyst where 
she led business critical IT projects such as XP Windows 7 
migrations and various technology initiatives within Flight 
Operations, Safety, Group Business Resilience, Integrated 
Operating Centre and Engineering operational business units.

• Founding Director of Indigenous Technology, a 100% 
Indigenous-owned tech start-up that provides technology 
project services for businesses, and a range of hardware, 
software and training solutions.

• The company has also recently launched the Mirrinj
Indigenous Student program in partnership with the 
University of Technology Sydney

• Awarded both the Qantas Excel and Wisdom of Experience 
Annual awards from CEO Alan Joyce.
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COMPUTER SCIENCE RESEARCHER
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THUSHARI ATAPATTU

• Studied a Bachelor of Computer Science (Hons), University 
of Colombo. Then a PhD in Computer Science at the 
University of Adelaide, thesis titled “A computational model for 
task-adapted knowledge organisation”.

• Started out as a Research Assistant, University of Colombo 
School of Computing, then became a Software Engineer.

• Currently a Postdoctoral Research Fellow at the Computer 
Science Education Research Group (CSER), University of 
Adelaide.

• Lead and co-founder, Language Technology for Social 
Good (LT4SG) Research Group, University of Adelaide.

• Passionate about using cutting-edge technology to solve 
societal problems like cyberbullying, mental health issues.

• Hobbies include reading, travelling, cooking.

• Awards include Finalist for Women in AI Australia & New 
Zealand, Australian Federation of University Women SA 
Postdoctoral Grant, Adelaide Women's Research 
Excellence Award, Dean's Commendation for Doctoral 
Thesis Excellence, and Finalist for Google Anita Borg 
scholarship (PhD category in Asia-Pacific Region).
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COMPUTER EDUCATION RESEARCHER
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REBECCA VIVIAN

• Studied a Bachelor of Primary Teaching (Honours) and a 
PhD in Education, focusing on online learning and 
technology enhanced learning.

• Favourite subjects at school were English and Legal Studies.

• Senior Research Fellow in the Computer Science Education 
Research Group (CSER)

• Lead Researcher and Learning Designer for K-12 Digital 
Technologies Education including the massively open online 
courses (MOOCs) which have engaged over 40,000 teachers.

• Project Lead for Mathematics & Numeracy MOOCs Project.

• Passionate about engaging women in STEM study pathways 
and careers. 

• Hobbies include podcasts, and learning new dance styles.

• Awarded ACEL "New Voice" In Educational Leadership 
Research Scholarship, Women's Research Excellence 
Award (Early Career Researcher), and Barbara Cail STEM 
Fellow.
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COMPUTATIONAL LINGUIST
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NICKY RINGLAND

• Studied a Bachelor of Arts (Linguistics), a Grad. Dip 
Computing, then PhD in Computer Science.

• Linguistics major who decided she wanted to fix automatic 
translation programs like Google Translate, so learnt 
programming at the age of 22 to further her research. 

• Co-founder of Grok Learning and the Girls' Programming 
Network (GPN).

• Part of the leadership group for running the National 
Computer Science School, held in Sydney every January.

• Product Manager at Google, working on an open source 
security project, being the voice of the user and making sure 
what the team builds solves real problems for the user. 

• Took up Karate aged 27 is a Brown belt, and loves 
boardgames.

• Awards: AFR 100 Women of Influence, Superstar of STEM 
by Science and Technology Australia, Google Women 
Techmakers Scholarship, the International Society of 
Technology Educators (ISTE) 'Making IT Happen’ Award, the 
Tempe Mann Travelling Scholarship, and winner of the 
Warren Centre 30 under 30 competition.
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TECHNOLOGIST
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KAT GLEDHILL-TUCKER

• A Nyungar woman with connections to the Ngadju / Mirning
people from the south coast, currently living in Whadjuk
Noongar boodjar (Perth).

• Studied a Bachelor of Science (Behavioural Science) at 
UWA, then a Master of Marketing.

• Started doing basic web development in her spare time.

• Worked as a data analyst for several years and then moved 
into product development in a software team.

• Currently serving on the board of Electronic Frontiers 
Australia, and campaigns for human rights across 
movements.

• Her activism is grounded in sovereignty and is passionate 
about using Indigenous thinking – caring for Country and 
caring for Kin – to shape and foster an ethical future for 
technology.

• Leading a new program at ThoughtWorks creating tech 
careers for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
technologists.

• Hobbies include tinkering with electronics, playing guitar
and piano, and writing science fiction.
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COMPUTER SCIENCE ADVOCATE
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ALLY WATSON

• Studied a Bachelor of Computer Science at the University of 
Glasgow. 

• Favourite subjects at school were Graphic Communication 
and Art & Design.

• Walked into ‘a sea of men’ at her first lecture at Uni, and 
immediately thought about dropping out: ‘I really questioned 
my own gender and intelligence - everywhere I looked in 
tech, there wasn’t a woman in sight.’

• Started out as a software engineer writing .NET and C#

• Founder & CEO of Code Like a Girl.

• Passionate about empowering women and girls to drive 
technology forward.

• Hobbies include nature walks, DIY and design (interior and 
graphic).

• Awards include Mentor Award AWS community, AWS 
community Champion of the Year, Gold Disruptor Award -
ACS Digital Disruptor Awards - Young ICT Professional 
(Female Under 30), Women in Media Award for Technology, 
Tech Diversity Award for Education.
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SOFTWARE ENGINEER & EDUCATOR
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RENEE NOBLE

• Studied Combined Bachelor of Engineering (Chemical and 
Biomolecular) and Bachelor of Science (Computer 
Science/Chemistry).

• Was a Software Engineer at CSIRO’s Data61 and Grok 
Learning.

• Currently a Cambridge Computer Science Teacher at a high 
school in Sydney.

• CEO & Founder - ConnectEd Code.

• National Director, and Chief Board Advisor - Girls' 
Programming Network Australia. Nationalised the program, 
rolling out GPN nodes Australia wide.

• Speaker and presenter at many conferences in Australia and 
internationally, including PyCon and Hopper Down Under.

• Hobbies include swing dancing, in which she competes at a 
national level.

• ICTENSW Leader of the Year Award 2017, Australian 
Financial Review 100 Women of Influence 2019, Women of 
the Future Finalist, Australian Women's Weekly.
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SENIOR DATA CONSULTANT
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SOPHIA FRENTZ

• Studied BSc (Hons) in Genetics at the University of 
Otago, then a PhD in Human and Medical Genetics at 
the Murdoch Children's Research Institute.

• Worked for Deloitte in the Technology, Strategy, and 
Architecture team.

• Currently a Data Consultant at Eliiza in Melbourne, a 
consultancy specialising in AI, Machine Learning, and 
data science. 

• Has had work published in The Conversation, Archer, 
The Cusp, and Lateral Magazine, and was included in the 
Best Australian Science Writing 2016.

• Interested in the intersections between science, 
technology, and society. 

• They love all forms of dance, from contemporary to 
Zumba

• They are one of Out for Australia’s 30 under 30 Award 
Winners for 2020.

Non-binary People 
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SOFTWARE ENGINEER
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TAMINA PITT

• A Wuthathi and Meriam (Mer) woman, born in Sydney. 

• At High School she loved Mathematics and Science.

• Studying Computer Engineering at the University of New 
South Wales.

• Completed three Software Engineering internships at 
Google, Sydney.

• Now employed at Google, working on directions in Google 
Maps, helping people find the way to get to places.

• Published a children’s book in 2003 with Terri Janke called 
‘What Makes a Tree Smile?’ 

• Hobbies include cooking, crochet, playing Mario Kart, and 
learning to speak Spanish.

• Awarded the NAIDOC Youth of the Year award in 2018.

“Know that there are women in computing and allies who believe 
in you and that are cheering you on and can't wait to work with 
you in the future!”
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